One of the peculiar properties of written English is the inconsistency with which speci®c letter combinations in printed words (orthographic patterns) denote their pronunciation. The ending -ough, for instance, may be pronounced`uff' as in`tough';`oh' as in`dough',`oo' as iǹ through', or`off' as in`cough'. In order for our brains to read, we must have an appreciation of the phonological representation of letters and letter combinations, as well as a stored memory of speci®c letter combinations and their corresponding sounds for reading irregular words likè yacht'. There is increasing evidence that these cognitive operations are performed in separate regions of the brain. Lesion data indicate that patients may have de®cits in one of these systems, such that reading non-words or new words, tasks that require letter by letter assembly of sounds, can be selective impaired, leaving intact the ability to read very common words and those with irregular letter-sound correspondences. Neuroimaging data suggest that brain areas involving the superior temporal lobe process words using a sequential, phonologically based strategy, while inferior temporal areas perform a more form-based analysis suggestive of`whole word' reading [1, 2] . However, languages differ in the degree to which visual symbols match speci®c phonological representations. For instance, in Spanish, there is almost always a one to one correspondence between letter patterns and the corresponding pronunciation, so that once one understands how individual letters and simple letter combinations are pronounced, one can correctly pronounce written words, even without understanding their meaning. In contrast, Chinese characters represent morphemes (units of meaning), rather than phonemes (units of simple sound components). However, Chinese is a tonal language, and a change in the pitch of a pronounced phoneme will change a word, such that the same consonant vowel combinations with different tones will have different meanings. A single phonetic component in the Chinese character may`suggest' a certain meaning or a certain pronunciation, but characters cannot be`sounded out' as in English. In some cases, this phonetic component is the same as the pronunciation of the character's meaning, but it many cases the character has a different pronunciation. Thus, pronouncing Chinese characters necessarily involves making reference to stored representations of each particular character, rather than assembling phonological sub-components into words. As different as these languages are, can the brain perform similar operations when associating orthographic units (letters or Chinese characters) to their pronunciations (based on assembled phonology vs character-sound associations)? In this issue of Neuroreport, Tan et al . [3] used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to address this question. They asked subjects¯uent in Chinese to read two types of Chinese characters; those in which the phonetic component of the character was identical to the character name (and hence meaning), and those in which it was different. Despite the fact that the phonological aspects of reading Chinese words is markedly different from reading in English, many of the same brain areas involved with English grapheme to phoneme conversion were active. Important differences were also observed, and these mainly involved more bilateral involvement in language and reading-related areas, whereas English reading generally shows a more unilateral (left hemisphere) pattern. While some differences in brain activity could be attributed to the unique visual features of Chinese characters (they tend to be more square than alphabetic characters) and to the importance of tones in conveying word meaning, it appears there are also substantial similarities in how the brain reads Chinese and English. These similarities suggest that there are fundamental cognitive operations involved in translating a visual percept into a set of sounds that convey meaning, and that these operations are not well captured by the current emphasis on phonological processing that dominates imaging research in reading. 
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